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A S BMARINE VISTA ON THE A DROS REEF

Sunlit aisles of the sea forest floor with reef fishes swimming among the fronds of t he treelike gorgonians

Steadying myself by grasping a ladderrung, I looked about me. A short distance
away rose the coral reef, tier on tier, to the
surface. Cluster, of mushroom-like coral
growths capped with gray-green and pink
Orbicella formed the bulk of the reef.
Purple and yellow 8ea-fans swayed back
and forth with the motion of the water.
while sea-bushes of soft and varied hue
rose from slender stocks, their waving
branches, extending upward in widely
expanding parallel ranks, starred with
hosts of feathery polyps. Caverns and
arches of eroded coral, fantastic in form,
showed clearly through the unbelievably
transparent water or melted into the
pearly blue liquid mist in the distance.
I took a few step forward leaning
against the push of the current, and
glanced up to see the keel and undersidf.
of the launch bulking above my head with
propeller and rudder looking very formi-

dab le from below. My air-hose floated
coiling to the surface, while clouds of
silvery bubbles, released momentarily
from my shoulder , rose in expanding
clouds. A disturbance of the water at the
summit of the ladder attracted my attention. A pair of legs appeared weirdly
on the rungs. The body was not vi ible,
being concealed by the liquid mirror of the
water surface. This was impenetrable
to the view, but reflected an inverted
image of the legs, giving the odd effect
of a St. Andrew' cross! In a few minute
the rest of the figure and a helmeted head
succeeded the legs, descended the ladder,
and tood on the , ea floor beside me.
Looking through the window of the
helmet, I perceived the smiling feature
of Roswell Miller, who, with Mrs. Miller
and my artist, hris 01 en, completed
the per onnel of my expedition for the
American Mu eum of Natural Hi tory.
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I motioned toward the reef and we
advanced slowly in the direction of an
outlying brain-coral that towered above
us on a fantastically carved pedestal,
with a cloud of bright yellow fishes flitting around its summit like canary birds.
Rounding thi mas , we entered a crooked
passageway which led toward one of the
great overhanging arches of coral rock.
As we peered within, a moving form became vi ible in the watery shadows, then
another.
Presently, a huge parrot fish, brilliantly blue, varied with deep violet,
swam slowly out of the cavern, followed
by two others in stately procession.
Back and forth they sailed, staring toward
u , occa ionally nibbling at a bit of loose
coral, portions of which they crushed
with their white, parrot-like beaks, releasing powdery fragments which rose in
clouds as they masticated them for the
filmy nourishment they afforded. We
signaled to each other and edged back
toward the boat. The window of a waterglass penetrated the surface beside the
bottom of a floating dinghy. We motioned with our arms, and the undersea
tripod splashed down through the water to
ettle bottom side up at our feet, its legs
extending upward from the square metal
top. The heavy camera-box now came
gliding down, hooked on the end of a cord.
We slowly and painfully erected the tripod, carefully adjusting it in a favorable
position. One mu t move with deliberation at the bottom of the sea. Attempts at
rapid motion were futile and exhausting,
but if we moved slowly, the water supported us in half floating fashion and we
progressed easily with the effect of a slowmotion film. A little push with the foot
and we glided over an ob truction to a
considerable distance and settled down
·lowly and gently. After the tripod was
erected satisfactorily, we returned for the
camera-box. I reached for it but mi calculated the distance, and my han<l
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grasped empty water about two feet in
advance of it. Distances under water are
deceptive to the vision, because of the
unaccustomed density. Groping forward,
I felt the handle of the camera-box, and
had no difficulty in lifting, with one
extended hand, a weight that both hands
could scarcely raise from the boat's deck,
in the open air. We carried the box over
to the tripod, placed it in po ition, and
took turns pressing the lever that actuated
the mechanism of the camera. Unfortunately, by this time the parrot fishes
had disappeared, though swarms of blueheads and schools of jacks swam into
focus.
As the focus of the camera had to be set
at a predetermined distance before sending it down, it was impossible to focus on a
fish directly, and it was tantalizing to see
beautiful queen triggers, blue angel fishes,
and grotesque trumpet fishes come into
plain view at a distance of twenty-five
feet, when we had carefully arranged our
focus at ten feet.
After fifty feet of motion picture film
had been taken, we carried the box back to
the cord which hung su pended from the
launch and sent it up for Captain Bethell
to rewind and return to us again. When
the film had completely run out, it was
sent up for Mrs. Miller to change, and a
second undersea box containing color
film was sent down. This was Roswell
Miller's specialty, and through its means
he obtained beautiful motion pictures
depicting the soft colors of the living
corals and gorgonians and the brilliant
hues of the fishes which lived among
them. After a time, hris Olsen took his
turn with the helmet1 and we worked our
way carefully through the tortuous aisles
of this undersea fairyland to observe
more intimately the multitudinous variety
of the creatures composing the closely
interlocked association of forms characteristic of the living coral reef.
Our attention wa attracted by a

COLLECTING "HONEYCOMB" ROCK ON SPRUCE
CAY

Many of the smaller cays of
the Bahamas are composed of
eroded limestone rock honeycombed with cavities and
winding passages of fantastic
form , resembling a petrified
sponge

SCOUTING FOR A
FAVORABLE LOCATIO
TO DIVE

Members of the expedition
using water-glasses to examine the sea-bottom for an
advantageous position from
which to study and photograph the coral reefs from
the sea-floor

THE "STA DARD J." THE
FLOATING HEADQUARTERS
OF THE EXPEDITION

This forty-eight-foot gasoline
launch, commanded by Captain Joe Bethell of assau, is
well adapted for coral reef
work.
he ha!' been used by
Doctor Miner on two expeditions to obtain the material
and observations for the
American Museum's Coral
Reef Group

RO WELL MILLER A D
HI U DER EA COLOR
CAMERA

The bras water-tight box
contains a motion-pictw·e
camera adapted for Kodacolor. Mr. Miller succeeded
in obtaining ubmarine color
films of great beauty
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MRS. ROSWELL MILLER DESCE DS
BENEATH THE SU RFA CE

The hea vily weighted helmet is being
lowered over her head as she prepares
to submerge

ridges exquisitely wrought with
radiating star-shaped calice .
Hues of delicate rosy pink shaded
into cream-yellow tints, suffused
at intervals with areas of orange
and purple. We had brought with
us specimens of this coral which
had been colored artificially by
our artists for use in the Coral
Reef Group being constructed in
the American Museum. We now
took these with us down under
the sea, and placed them beside
the living specimen for comparison so as to test the accuracy of
our colors. The result was very
gratifying. At arm 's length, they
looked exactly like the real coral
and blended with their living
wonderful cluster of golden yellow
Poriles coral which rose in an
enormous dome above our heads.
It was composed of a succession
of expanded mushroom-like caps,
completely covered with small
conical mounds which gleamed
in the sunlight flickering through
the ripples overhead. Like most
uch growths, the caps were supported by eroded column of dead
coral lime tone overgrown with
encru ting sponges of carlet, or
green and yellow. Clusters of
A garicia coral grew vertically
from the sides of the columns
sculptured on both sides of their
thin leaf-like expansions with
clo e-set erie of fine parallel
DOCTOR MINE R ABO U T TO DIVE

He stand on a rope ladder while the
helmet is being adjusted . The rungs of
the ladder are a foo t a par t, enabling
him to measure his dept h as he de cends
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neighbor
o perfectly
that they could not be
told apart!
A we stood looking at
the coral, we uddenly became aware of a beautiful
irrht. From the open
end of a clu ter of little
whiti h tube , oft tuft ,
for all the world like penciled color brushes) came
into view, lowly unfolding until flower-like head
of violet and purple
spread themselve wide
open from every 1iny
aperture. Even while thi
transformation was taking place, another cluster
began to expand, and
then another, until the
dead and eroded rocky
shaft of coral became
alive with the bursting
bloom of animal flowers.
For these were the heads
of beautiful sabellid seaworms which are crowned
'1ANNING THE PUMPS ABOARD THE "STA TDARD J. '
with circlet of delicate
Moxie, in the center, acts as tender. It is his duty to ,rntch the divers
petal-like breathing ora nd to pay out and take in the air-hose as needed
gans expanding to receive
through their thin, translucent walls life- treelike home with a multiple margin of
giving oxygen from the watery flood m glory.
A cluster of fluffy green clubs rim
which they are bathed.
One stands amazed at the wealth of from a cre~ce between two rounded
detail which gradually dawns upon the brain-corals. The tarry blanl-:et covervision as the attention i directed to the ing them eems to be very soft and deep.
multitudinous forms of which the reef I touched it with a speculative finger.
is composed. Here, a magnificent purple The soft clubs magically transformed
sea-bush spreads its comblike fronds themselve into a cluster of hard, fingerhaped projection of bright purple!
before us. Every branch is covered with
thousands of transparent cream-colored Looking clo ely, I saw that the fingers
polyps each spreading eight raylike were covered with thou ands of pinhole ,
tentacle around a tiny dot of a mouth, and, a I watched, one filmy form after
o small that it can be seen only upon another peered forth and gradually
close examination. The sunlight shining elongated until the purple surface of the
through their translucent crowded bodies fingers became clothed once more with
outlines every twig of their waving, fluffy green.
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TWENTY-FIVE FEET
BELOW THE SEA URFACE

The motion-picture camera is
enclosed in a water-t ight box
and is actuated by a lever
from the outside

The sea-clubs, sea-bushe , sea-whips,
sea-feather , and sea-fans are all grouped
together by scientists under the name,
Gorgonia. V nlike the corals, their treelike skeletal support is flexible, being
composed of a tough, horny substance
invested with a crust of felted calcareous
needle , irregularly shaped and of extremely small size. A labyrinth of canals
penetrates this crust, opening frequently
to the outside by means of circular or oval
aperture about t he size of a pinhole.
The living substance of t he polyps is
tubular and invests the canals throughout,
projecting t hrough the pinholes, when
expanded, as tiny t ube-shaped creatures
crowned by a circlet of
eight threadlike tentacles
surrounding the central
mouth-opening. If touched, they contract and
withdraw into their hollow retreats.
The reef-forming coral
re emble the o-orgonian
polyp in appearance and
DO CTOR MINER FO R
FATHOMS BELOW
THE S RFACE

Hi
ixty-five-pound helmet
rests lightly on his shoulder ,
because of the upporting
po"·er of the ea water

structure except that
their cylindrical polyps
are urmounted by many
tentacle in multiples of
six, and have the power
of laying down a skeletal
structure of carbonate of
lime beneath and around
their soft bodies. The
concerted action of millions of coral polyp builds
up the immen e and complicated limestone
structures which form the coral reef. The
coral skeleton may form cru ts_ over the
sea bottom, or may rise in dome-shaped
masses like the brain and star corals
(Mceandra and Siderastr;ea), or postlike
growths capped like mushrooms, as in the
case of the orb corals (Orbicella). They
may be leaf-shaped, as in Agaricia, or like
rosettes, or sinuously petalled flower-like
colonies, characteristic of I sophyllia and
Mussa. Among the most beautiful and
striking corals of the Baham an reefs are
three pecies of Acropora, which forms
branching tructure , the most delicate
and fragile of which is the fan coral
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(Acropora prolifera). The
staghorn coral (Acropora
cervicornis) build loosely
branching many-tine:!
skeletons reminding one
of the antler of a stag,
from which its name is
derived . The largest an:l
most massive of the three
is the great elkhorn, or
palmate coral (Acropora
palmata) which form gigantic growths with
branches like beams, expanding into broad, palmate tips, reminding one
of the antlers of an
elk. This species dominates the great Andros
barrier reef, where the
scene of the American
Museum's Coral Reef
Group is laid. All the
other specie of coral are
found there, but are overshadowed by the great
orchard-like groves of the
elkhorn, which rise in
COMING TO THE SURFACE AFTER A DIVE
tangled thickets of marMoxie reaches down to remove the helmet as the head of the diver
ble trees tinted with
appears above t he water
saffron.
Of the five expeditions I have led to
The Rose Island reefs, on the other
obtain the material and observations for hand, are filled with soft and colorful
the Coral Reef Group, the first three beauties, due to the rising terraces of
centered around the Andros reef. The rounded species, cap beyond cap, dome
two latest, including that of the present beyond dome, their foundations columned
year, concentrated on the beautiful reefs and buttressed, pierced by caverns,
of Rose Island. Here, again, all the arches, and winding passage . Their
species characteristic of Andros are ethereal beauty is heightened by the
present, but the elkhorn coral is relatively multitude of waving gorgonians; searare, while the dome-shaped corals and plumes, sea-feathers1 and sea-bushes of
the gorgonians are particularly abundant. many soft and varied hues- purple,
The Rose Island reefs thus form a strongly violet, brown, tan, yellow, and lavendercontrasting association as compared with waving back and forth in the sunlight
the Andro Barrier Reef. The latter is which descends through the heavenly
massive, wild, and grotesquely beautiful blue waters in beams of light. When the
in its effect, as the coral growths run riot in water surface is roughened, these sunprotean variety and menacing grandeur.
beams may be seen flickering and dancing
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A P U RPLE SEA-FAN WITH
FULLY EXPANDED POLYP

Wave back and forth in the
unlight glinting through the
lacy openings of the delicate
meshwork composing its flexible fan-shaped " skeleton"

up and down, piercing the water in shining
pear-shafts, advancing and retreating
like orthern Lights. Out from behind
the clustered domes dart fi hes of every
brilliant hue, in almost every unbelievable
contrast of pattern and color, while from
coral arch and deep, dark cavern, the
bulky, bright-colored parrot fishes, the
huge, somber jew-fish, and the variegated
a nd changeable N assau grouper, peer and
nose and glide in low and stately parade.
ow and t hen a great chool of ilver-blue
jack wit h clean-cut bodie and smallpeduncled, slender-finned t ails will glide
across t he view and even urround us
completely. Hundreds of them! All
glide by, sv.rimmino- in the
ame direction, pas ing
out of ight, their ilveryblue bodie suddenly vani hing in t he ilvery-blue
haze of t he under ea.
Suddenly t hey a ppear
again out of nowhere and
ail past in t he opposite
direction. Thi will ha ppen everal t ime , as if
GOLDE
P ORITE

YE L LOW
COR AL S

L ike nuggets of gold , t hey ar e
ma ed together in immense
cluster s, capping irregular
colu mn of eroded lime tone

the entire chool were
formed into a committee
of the whole to inquire
into the doings of their
strange, helmeted visitors
from the upper world.
It i true that there
arc fi h- erpents in this
coral paradise of the fish
world. Long and slinky
green or spotted morays with small
serpent-like heads and harp needlelike teeth lurk among deep crevices of
coral. But they are eldom seen, and if
we are careful not to thrust hand or foot
into an unexplored hiding place, there is
little danger. Once, a barracuda, more to
be dreaded than sharks, swam over my
head while I was engaged with a camera ;
but I didn't know it till I came to the
surface, when Captain Joe told me about
it. However, it did not di turb me and
went about it busine el ewhere. A, for
shark~, one i occasionally seen about the
reef, but both sharks a nd barracuda are
open-water fi hes. They seem to need

Dll I~ G I
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A CORAL FOREST ON THE ANDROS REEF

Stone trees, fifteen feet in height, wit h closely interlacing branches, present weird undersea prospects,
in striking contrast to the dome-shaped coral growths characteristic of t he Rose Island reef

ea-room, and do not usually bother with
the , errated entanglements of coral reefs.
So, if one is careful about crevices, and
watches not to step on a sting-ray, and
keeps one's ankles away from the needlelike spines of "sea-eggs," a the natives
ironically call the big black sea-urchin
(Centrechinus antillarum), there is not
much to fear, not nearly so much as there
is in crossing Broadway during the rush
hour.
Day after day, whenever the weather
permitted, the good launch "Standard
J ." took us from clump to clump of the
reefs at Rose Island, Athol Island, and
Long Shoal. We had three undersea
cameras, two for black and white motion
pictures, and one for color film. The
latter and one of the former were the
ingeniou contrivances of Roswell Miller.
There were also two helmets and pumps,
which thus enabled two persons to get
under the ea at a time. We could walk

abo ut together and conver e simply, by
means of predetermined signs which
enabled us to compare note for our work.
At times Chris Olsen would go down with
palette and easel constructed of noncorrosive metal. H e would set up his easel
on a convenient clump and faste n into it
an oiled canvas securely mounted on a
sheet of plate gla s. Then he would
actually make sketches with oil colors
directly from nature, undersea, at a depth
of fifteen or twenty feet. At fir t, he
used the regulation artists' brushes with
wooden handles, but whenever, inadvertently, he let go his hold on one, it
would float to the surface and Moxie
would have to row out with a dinghy to
get it . Besides, in t he wash of the t ide, a
brush is not steady enough for applying
color. So Olsen finally used a palette
knife instead, which was much easier to
manage.
I uccceded in getting motion pictures

MANY- BRANCHED GORGONIAN SEA- B US H ES

Their vertical fingers, extend ing upward in closely parallel ra nks, are covered with feathery white
polyps, which outline the slender subwvisions like a halo of light as the sun shines through them

DETAIL OF A CORA L CLUSTER ON A RO E ISLA D REEF

Huge dome-shaped ma es of tawny or gray-green Orbicella cor als, suffused with delicate pink, rise in
towering clusters to the water surface, in terspersed with patche of fluff y red and green algre and
branching gorgonia

NUMEROUS SPECIES OF GORGONIANS GROW AMONG THE CORALS

These are flexible coral trees each built up by thousand of tiny polyps, constructed by them of a horny
substance, in contrast to the limestone "skeleton " built by stony coral polyps

CHRIS OLSEN PAINTING AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA

Equipped with diving helmet, monel metal palette and easel, the expeditionary artist made sketches
of coral reefs twenty-five feet below the surface. He used oil-colors on an oiled canvas stretched
over a sheet of glass
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A GREAT ELK-HOR
CORAL

High on the summit of the
reef, close under the water
smface. The spreading tip
resemble the antlers of an elk

of him at work, by going down in a.not.her
helmet for the purpose and mounting an
undersea camera on the tripod at a carefully measured distance. An enlarrrement
from a portion of one of these film s is
hown in thi article.
Of cour e, it was possible to make only
the preliminary sketches undersea. The
fini hed studies were made at our headquarter in Na sau, where our , tudio was
established at the hospitahle home of
fr. Edward S. Toothe.
Mr. and 1rs. Roswell Miller were
splendid coworkers on this trip. They
are excellent swimmers and occasionally,
while both helmr.ts were in u e, I would
ense a spla h above my
head and look up to see
a graceful, red-clad firrure
break through the mirrored water-film, and
Mr . Miller would come
diving down in a tream
of ilvery bubbles, or we
could ·ee her partly penetrating the urface a he
CORAL GROWTHS LIKE
GIANT PETRIFIED
MU HROOM

Ri. e a bove waving frond of
sea-fans and ea-bushes. melting into the luminou blue of
the dista nt watery prospect

swam about the boat for
long periods, 1o o king
down at Mr. Miller and
myself as we worked,
peering through a watergla s held in front of her.
At other times we had
the plea ure of introducing His Excellency Sir
Bede lifford, the Governor of the Bahamas,
and Lady Clifford to the undersea world.
They came down in turn, and explored
the face of the reef, working their way
through the crevices between the coral
clumps, facing the inevitable camera at a
depth of twenty feet. The Bahaman
officials were all greatly interested in our
work, both in this and in all the previous
expeditions, and did everything in their
power to assist us.
Occasionally, when the weather wa too
rough for diving, we went ashore on one
of the rocky cay which abound in the
waters near Nassau, and, by means of
hammer and hatchet, hacked off huge
frarrments of the eroded "honeycomb
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A

HOOL OF SILVERY
JA CKS

They swam solemnly past the
undersea workers, as if to
examine t he intruders into
their submarine Paradi e

rock " of which they are
composed. This rock is
wrought by wave and
weather into most fantastic forms; in fact, the
whole surface of the cays
i full of holes and passages contorted and twisted and anastomosing like
a petrified sponge. We
obtained more than a ton
of this rock and shipped it to the Museum,
where we are now reproducing a portion
of uch a rocky cay as a part of the foreground in the upper section of the group,
u ing the original material in the process.
This group is now nearly finished. A
few months more and the exhibit will be
complete, after ten years of arduous work.
During that time, five expeditions have
been undertaken to the Bahamas, the
first, in December, 1923, for preliminary
observations and arrangements; the
~·econd, in 1924, secured forty tons of
coral, many feet of undersea photographs and motion pictures of the Andros
reef, and many water-color studies from

life, u ing the Williamson undersea tube
and diving helmets for the purpose; the
third, in 1926, obtained the casts and
sketches of the fishes for the group, as
well as sketches for the great cyclorama
representing the scene of the coral lagoon
above the water; the fourth, in 1930,
procured the gorgonians needed, properly
prepared, and additional undersea motion
pictures and observations, utilizing diving
helmets; the fifth, during the spring of
the present year, also utilizing diving
helmets, a check-up expedition, made final
observations and additional motion pictures from the sea-bottom, and obtained
rock for the coral island.
These five expeditions
have been interpolated
between long periods of
work at t he Museum, preparing and coloring corals,
erecting t he elaborate
framework to support
them in t he group, consisting of more than seven
tons of structural steel.
SIR BEDE CLIFFORD,
GOVERNOR OF THE

BAHAMAS
Inspecting the Rose Island
garden on t he sea bottom.
Governor and Lady Clifford
were enthusiastic divers
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modeling and coloring fishe and the other
multitudinous forms of under ea life compo ing the cornl reef a ociation. The great
upper and lower backrrrounds had to be
colored for thi huge two- toried grouµ
which exhibit the above-water and underwater cene imultaneously. E leven-foot
plate-gla background had to be inserted
and colored, and the under-water illusion

had to be worked out. Variou item
remain to be completed. When finished ,
it i e timated that the exhibit will be
t he eq uivalent of thirty ordinary 1\Iu eum
group in ize and difficulty of preparation.
It will occupy one-third of the entire
farther end of the great H all of Ocean
Life, probably the largest museum exhibition hall in the world.

LANDING THE "HONEY- COMB" ROCK
AT
ASSAU

The exped ition brought back more tha n a ton
of t his rock to build a rocky cay as a part of the
Cera! Reef Group in the Ameriran Mu eum

